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Let k be a global field. In an earlier work we proved that K E L i f f  
NLIkL* s NKjkK* for any finite Galois extensions K, L of If. In this paper we 
investigate the equality of norm groups corresponding to finite separable extensions 
of k. Let K, L be extensions of k contained in a finite Galois extension E of k. We 
prove that N,K* is almost contained in N,L* (i.e., the intersection of the norm 
groups is a subgroup of finite index in NKI,K*) i f f  every element of G(E/K) of 
prime power order is a conjugate of an element of G(E/L) in G(E/k). This criterion 
yields a number of interesting corollaries; some of these are the following. Every 
norm group is a subgroup of infinite index in k*. I f  N,K* E N,L*, then the 
normal core of L/k is contained in the normal core of K/k. Furthermore, if K, L are 
contained in a finite nilpotent extension of k, then N,,kK* = N,I,L* implies that 
K, L have the same normal closure over k. We also show that for any cubic Galois 
extension L/k there exist an infinite number of quadratic extensions K of 15 with 
NK,k K* = NL,k L*. In an earlier paper we proved that two norm forms associated 
with two Galois extensions of k are equivalent (over k) i f f  they have the same value 
set. In this paper we prove that this result is true for any pair of norm forms A g 
with deg f= deg g Q 5. We also show that there exists a pair of nonequivalent norm 
forms of degree 6 with equal value sets. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Let K/k be a finite extension of fields. The subgroup 
&,,K* = P&,/&4/~ E K*) 
of the multiplicative group k* of k is called a norm group of the field k, 
where NKIk(~) is the norm of c1 from K to k. One of the fundamental 
theorems of local class field theory states that the mapping KH NKIkK* 
from the set of finite Abelian extensions of a local field k (i.e., field complete 
for a discrete valuation with finite residue field) into the set of its norm 
groups is a bijection. Furthermore, it follows by local class field theory that 
N,, K* = N,.,kK’* for any finite separable extension K of a local field k, 
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where K’ is the maximal Abelian extension of k contained in K [IZ]. In 
[ 13) we showed that the mapping KH N,, K* from the set of finite exten- 
sions of a global field k (i.e., an algebraic number field or a function field 
in one variable over a finite field) into the set of its norm groups is essen- 
tially different from that in the local case. In fact, Theorem l(b) [ 131 states 
that K E L iff N,, L* E N,, K* for any finite Galois extensions K and L 
of a global field k. In particular, it follows that K = L iff NKik K* = NLjkL* 
for any finite Galois extensions K and L of a global field k. 
In this paper we investigate the equality of norm groups corresponding 
to non-Galois separable finite extensions of a global field k. We begin our 
discussion by proving the existence of finite separable extensions L c K of 
a global field k with N,, K* = N,,k L*. In fact, Proposition (1.1) states that 
for any cubic Galois extension L/k there exist an infinite number of quad- 
ratic extensions K of L with N,, K* = NLIk L*. In the present work we are 
primarily concerned with the investigation of a weaker “equality” of norm 
groups. In the course of the proof of Theorem 1 [13] we established that 
N,,K* is a subgroup of infinite index in NLIkL*, whenever L is a proper 
subfield of K, and both K and L are finite Galois extensions of a global 
field k. This fact is indeed the salient point for the theorem, and it leads us 
to make the following definition, 
DEFINITION. Let k be a global field. Let A and B be subgroups of k*. 
We say that A is almost contained in B, written A < B, if A n B is a sub- 
group of finite index in A. A and B are said to be almost equal, written 
ArB,ifA<BandB<A. 
If K and L are finite Galois extensions of a global field k, then 
N,,K* < NLikL* iff N,,K* E NLlkL* [ 131. So the above defined rela- 
tions are primarily designed to investigate the equality of norm groups 
corresonding to non-Galois extensions of a global field. Our main result 
can be stated as follows (see Theorem (1.8) for more details). Let K and L 
be extensions of a global field k contained in a finite Galois extension E of 
k. If G = G(E/k), H, = G(E/K) and H, = G(E/L), then N,,K* < NLIkL* 
iff every element of HK of prime power order is a conjugate of an element 
of H, in G. This group theoretic criterion yields a number of corollaries. 
Let L be a finite separable non-Galois extension of a global field k, and let 
E be its normal closure over k. Then N,,,E* is a subgroup of infinite index 
in N,,L*, and N,,L* is a subgroup of infinite index in k*. The normal 
core of a finite separable extension K/k is the largest subfield of K normal 
over k. The following result generalizes Theorem l(b) [ 133. Let K and L 
be finite separable extensions of a global field k. If N,,K* < NLjkL* 
(N,,K* E N,,L*), then the normal core of L/k is contained in the nor- 
mal core of K/k. Furthermore, if K and L are contained in a finite nilpotent 
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Galois extension of k, then N, K* G N, L* (N, K* = N,, L*) implies 
that K and L have the same normal closure over k. This result, however, 
is false in general if “nilpotent” is replaced by solvable (Proposition (1.1)). 
Two algebraic number fields K and L are arithmetically equivalent if they 
have identical zeta functions: [k(r) = [&). Gassmann [S] and more 
recently Perlis [ll] have shown that arithmetically equivalent fields have 
the same classical invariants and the same normal closure over the field of 
rational numbers Q, but are not necessarily isomorphic. We prove that if 
K and L are arithmetically equivalent, then N,,K* G N,,,L*. The 
converse, however, is false. In the second section we consider irreducible 
decomposable forms with coefficients in a global field k. Two forms of the 
same degree are k-equivalent if each can be obtained from the other by a 
linear change of variables with coeficients in k. An irreducible decom- 
posable form f(xr , . . . . x,) is called k-full if the least number of variables in 
a form that is k-equivalent to f (x,, . . . . x,) is equal to deg J: We associate 
with each k-full form a finite separable extension of k. It is obvious that if 
k-full forms f (x1, . . . . x,) and g(y,, . . . . y,) are k-equivalent, then they have 
the same value set; i.e., 
(f(a,, -., a,)/aiEk)= {g(b,,*..,bm)/biEk}* 
Theorem 8 [ 13) states that the converse is true, if the fields associated with 
the forms are Galois over k. In this paper we prove (Theorem (2.2)) that 
the converse is true for any pair of k-full forms f and g with 
deg f = deg g < 5. We also show that the converse is false in general: there 
exists a pair of nonequivalent k-full forms of degree 6 with equal value sets. 
I am grateful to Jack Sonn for his comments on the paper. 
1. ON THE EQUALITY OF NORM GROUPS 
Let K be a finite separable extension of a global field k. For each prime 
u of k we consider the set of all k-embeddings of K into the separable 
closure SF, of the completion k, of k at u. Two k-embeddings pl and pz are 
equivalent if there exists (r E G&/k,) such that op, = p2. By Theorem 2-4-6 
[14, p. 591) there is a one-to-one correspondence between the equivalence 
classes of the k-embeddings and the extensions of v to K. If pi, . . . . CL, is a 
full set of representatives for the equivalence classes of the k-embeddings, 
and wi, . . . . CD,, are the corresponding extensions of u to K, then for each 
i = 1, . ..) n the compositum pi(K) k, is the completion of K at Oi, which we 
denote by Kwi. In particular, if K/k is a finite Galois extension, then 
K,, = Km, for any 1~ i, j < n, and we will often denote Kwi ( 14 i < n) by K,. 
By Theorem 1 [13], NKIkK* = N,,L* implies that K= L, whenever K 
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and L are finite Galois extensions of a global field k. This result, however, 
is false if K and L are not Galois over k. Indeed, if K and L are conjugate 
over k (k-isomorphic), then N, K* = N,,kL*. The converse, however, is 
false. We will prove that, in fact, the equality N,, K* = NLjkL* does not 
even imply that K and L have the same normal closure over k in general. 
PROPOSITION (1.1). Let k be a global field of characteristic p # 2 or 3. 
Let k c L c Kr E be a tower of fields such that G(E/k) = A,, G(E/L) = V, 
(Klein 4-group) and K is a quadratic extension of L. Then 
(a) Zf41 (E,: k,) for a prime v of k, then N,,K* = NLIkL*. 
(b) I f  4J (E,: k,) for any prime u of k, then NKikK* is a subgroup of 
index two in NLIPL*. 
Furthermore, if F/k is an arbitrary cubic Galois extension, then there exist 
an infinite number of qudratic extensions T of F with NTlkT* = N,,F*. 
Proof Let (T be a generator of G(L/k); i.e., G(L/k) = (0). Let 
T E G(E/k) be such that resEIL(z) = (r. We set K, = K, K2 = z(K), K3 = z’(K). 
Suppose that K is the fixed field of (( 12)(34)). Since the normalizer of 
((12)(34)) in A, is equal to V,, and 7, ~~4 V,, it follows that K,, K2, K3 
are the distinct quadratic extensions of L contained in E. If K= L(81/2) for 
some 8 EL, then L = k(8), since A, does not contain elements of order 6. 
So Ki= L(Of/*), i= 1,2, 3, where 19, = 8, e2 = a(B), and 8, = a2(0). Let 
N= N,,E*, Ni= NK,/LKi*, i= 1, 2, 3. By Proposition4 [13] 
N,nN,=N,nN,=N,nN,. 
On the other hand o(N,)= N2, o(N,) = N3, and a(N,)= N,. So if 
A4 = N, n N2, then o(M) = M. Since V, is a normal subgroup of A,, 
ON,,,(X) = NEIL(~(x)) for each x E E *. So o(N) = N. It follows that B 
induces the canonical isomorphism 5 : M/N + M/N. Now we have that 
N,N2N3= (y~L*ly~~Nj (1) 
[2, p. 3603. We will prove that N, N2N3 = Ni ker NLIk for each i = 1,2, 3, 
where ker NLjk is the kernel of the homomorphism NLIk. Indeed, let 
fi E ker N,,k be an arbitrary element. By Hilbert’s Theorem 90 fl= o(a) a - ’ 
forsomeaEL*.Ifa2EN,theno(a2)EN.SoP2EN.By(1)BEN1N2N3.By 
Proposition 4 [ 131 the factor group M/N is either trivial or of order 2. If 
a2 cf N, then a2N is the generator of M/N. So in this case cS(cr2N) = o(a2) N 
is also the generator of M/N. Thus a(a’) N = a2N, and therefore b’ EN. By 
(1) ~~EN~N~NS. SO N,kerN,,k- c N1 N2N, for each i = 1,2, 3. Since the 
fields K, , K2, K3 are conjugate over k, NKlik K: = N,, K: = NKjlk K$ . 
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It follows that N1 ker N, = N2 ker NLlk = N3 ker N,. So N1 N2 N3 = 
Ni ker NLlk for each i = 1, 2, 3. 
If 4 divides (E,: k,) for some prime v of k, then N1 N2 N3 = L,* [2, 
p. 3601. So m this case N,,k L* = N,W, ker NLIk) = N,,dN,,K*) = 
NKIkK*. If 4 does not divide (E,: k,) for any prime v of k, then N, N2N3 
is a subgroup of index 2 in L* [2, p. 360). So (NKIL K*) ker N, is a 
subgroup of index 2 in L *. It follows that NKIkK* = NLIk[(NKILK*) . 
ker N&j is a subgroup of index 2 in NLlkL*. 
It follows by Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 [6] that for any cubic 
Galois extension F/k there exist an infinite number of Galois extensions 
k E FE A4 of k with G(M/k) = A,, and such that the local degrees of M/k 
are divisible by 4 for at least two primes of k. So by (a) for every cubic 
Galois extension F/k there are infinitely many quadratic extensions T of F 
with N,, T* = NFlkF*. 1 
EXAMPLE. Let E be the splitting field over the rational field Q of 
f(x) =x4-48x2 + 136x - 36. It was shown in [6] that f(x) is irreducible, 
G(E/Q) = A,, and the local degree of E/Q at v = 2 is divisible by 4. Let L 
be the cubic extension of Q contained in E. Then by Proposition (1.1) 
NK/Q K * = N,,,L* for any quadratic extension K of L that is contained 
in E. 
Suppose that E/k is a globally unramified Galois extension with 
G(E/k) = A4. Let K and L be given as in Proposition (1.1). Since every 
local extension of E/k is cyclic, it follows that none of the local degrees of 
E/k is divisible by 4. So by Proposition (1.1) N,K* is a subgroup of 
index two in NLIkL*. By the Theorem [4, p. 1331 A, can be realized as a 
Galois group of a globally unramilied extension of a suitable algebraic 
number field k. 
Let u be a prime of a global field k. For every finite separable extension 
K of k we set 
where the product is taken over the primes of K dividing v. If K/k is a finite 
Galois extension, then [NK,kA?*]v = N,“Kd. 
FRO~OSITION (1.2). Let K be a finite separable extension of a globalfield 
k. Then [: N, K* ] u is the topological closure of N, K* in k,* for each prime 
v ofk, 
Proof: Let u be an arbitrary prime of k. Let S be the set of primes of 
K that divide v. Since N&x) = l’J,.SNK,Ik,(~) for each XE K*, it follows 
that N,,K* is a subgroup of [NKikK*Iv. By local class field theory 
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N K,lk, K,* is a closed subgroup of k,* for each o E S. So to prove the 
proposition it &ices to show that N,, K* is dense in [ N,,K*],. For 
each OE S we select an arbitrary element a, in K,*. By the strong 
approximation theorem [2, p. 671 for any positive number 6 there is 
a E K* such that ( a - a, 1 o < S for each o E S. Since NKwIk,: K,* -+ kz is a 
continuous function, it follows that for any positive integer n there is 
b,,~ K* such that 
for each o E S. So the sequence NKlk(bn) = n,, s NKUJk,,(bn) converges to 
I’Ldkik,@J in k,. I 
In [ 131 we defined N(K/k) for any finite Galois extension K of a global 
field k as 
NW/k) = n (k* n Nw$C?), 
where o ranges over all primes of k. The factor group of N(K/k) by N,,K* 
is finite [2, p. 1981, [13, p. 2061. This factor group has been the subject 
of investigation in connection with the Hasse Norm Principle (see [9] and 
the references cited there). We will now extend the above definition to finite 
separable extensions of global fields. Let K be a finite separable extension 
of a global field k. We set 
NW)= n W* n CNKI~K*IJ, 
where u ranges over all primes of k. We will denote by JK, C, = J,/K* the 
idele group and the idele class group of K, respectively. 
PROPOSITION (1.3). Let K be a finite separable extension of a globalfield 
k. Then 
(a) N(K/k) = k* n N,,J, 
(b) N,, K* is a subgroup of finite index in N(K/k). 
ProoJ: (a). By Proposition (3.2) [ 10, p. 821 
(2) 
for any aE JK and any prime u of k. We note that Proposition (3.2) is 
proved for finite extensions of algebraic number fields. By mimicking the 
proof of Proposition (3.2) it is possible, however, to show that the equality 
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(2) holds if K is a finite separable extension of a global field k of finite 
characteristic. The inclusion k* n N, JK E N( K/k) follows by (2). Conver- 
sely, let XE N(K/k) be arbitrary. x is a unit in k, for almost all primes u of 
k. So the set S of primes of k consisting of all infinite primes, all primes 
that are ramified in K, and all primes D for which x is not a unit in k, is 
a finite set. We define an idele a E JK as follows. Let u be an arbitrary prime 
of k, and let o,, . . . . w, be all primes of K that divide u. If DES, then we 
define a,,, . . . . aun so that the equality x = ny= 1 N,uJ,u(a,,) holds. If u # S, 
then K,,,,/k, is an unramified extension. So X, being a unit in k,, belongs to 
N K,,,k,KLC;,. Let au1 be a unit in K,, such that x = NK~,,p~(aw,). We set 
Uoz = ... =a% = 1. It follows that the above defined a is an element of JK, 
and by (2) x = N&a), for each prime u of k. So x = N&a). 
(b) Let L be the normal closure of K over k. We have already noted 
that part (b) of the proposition is satisfied for finite Galois extensions. So 
by (a) NLjkL* is a subgroup of finite index in k* n NLjkJL. It follows that 
N,K* n N,,J, is a subgroup of finite index in k* n NLIkJL. So the 
factor group of N, K*(k* n NLIkJL) by NKIkK*, being isomorphic to the 
factor group of k* n N,,J, by N,,K* n NLIkJL, is finite. In order to 
prove (b) it is, therefore, sufficient to show that NKlkK*(k* n NLIkJL) is a 
subgroup of finite index in k* n N,, K. J By global class field theory the 
factor group JK/(K*NLIKJL), being isomorphic to CK/NLIKCL, is finite. 
Since the homomorphism 
N K/k: J,/(K*N,,,J,) + N,,Jd&,d* +.,,JL) 
iS SUrjeCtiVe, it fOllOWS that the factor group OfNKIkJK by N,,$* .NLlkJ, 
is finite. The canonical homomorphism 
(k* n NK,kJK)/[k* n (N,K* * &./kJdl -+ N,JK/(N,K* . N,Jd 
is injective. Since 
NKjkK*(k* n NLlk&) = k* n (NK,kK* &,kJL), 
it follows that the factor group of k* n NKIkJK by NK,kK*(k* n NLIkJL) is 
finite. i 
We will write A <B, if A is a subgroup of a group B. 
DEFINITION. Let A and B be subgroups of the multiplicative group of a 
global field k. We say that A is almost contained in B, written A < B, if 
A n B is a subgroup of finite index in A. The groups,A and B are said to 
be almost equal, written A 2 B, if A < B and B < A. 
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LEMMA (1.4). Let K and L be finite separable extensions of a global field 
k. Then 
N,,K* < NL,kL* iff C&,A*lo G EN~,~l’*lr 
for almost all primes v of k. 
Proof. We assume that N,,K* < NLIkL*. Then NLjkL* is a subgroup 
of finite index in N,,K* . NLjkL*. Let a,, . . . . a,E N,,K* be a full set of 
representatives for the cosets of N,,kL* in N,,K* . NLIkL*. Each ai 
(i= 1, . . . . n) is a unit in k, for almost all primes v of k. Let S be the set of 
primes v of k such that v is unramilied in L and a, is a unit in k, for each 
i = 1, ..,, n. The set S contains almost all primes of k. Let v E S be an 
arbitrary element. Since L,/k, is an unramified Galois extension for each 
prime w  of L dividing v, it follows that the group of units of k, is contained 
in NLuIk, Lz for each o dividing v. So the group of units of k, is contained 
in [NLIkL*], for VEX It follows that the group N,,K* .N,,L*, being 
generated by N,,kL* and a,, . . . . a,, is contained in [NLIkL*]” for each 
prime v E S. By Proposition (1.2), [NLIkL*]” is the topological closure of 
NLjkL* in k,*. So the topological closure of N,,K* . NLjkL* in kZ is 
contained in [N,,kL*]O for each v E S. It follows that [NKIkK*],, being the 
topological closure of NKlkK* in k,*, is contained in [N,,kL*], for each 
v E s. 
Conversely, we assume that [N,,K*],< [NLjkL*Ic, for almost all 
primes v of k. By local class field theory the norm groups corresponding to 
finite separable extensions of a local field are subgroups of finite index in 
its multiplicative group. So [NKjkK*]” and [NLjkL*], are subgroups of 
finite index in k,* for each prime v of k. It follows that N(K/k) < N(L/k). 
By Proposition (1.3)(b) N,K* and N,,kL* are subgroups of finite index 
in N(K/k) and N(L/k), respectively. So N,,K* n NLIkL* is a subgroup of 
finite index in N(K/k) n N(L/k). Since N(K/k) < N(L/k), it follows 
that N,,K* n NLIkL* is a subgroup of finite index in N(K/k). Thus 
N,, K* n NLlkL* is a subgroup of finite index in N,,K*. 1 
Let K be an extension of a global field k contained in a finite Galois 
extension E of k. We set G = G(E/k) and H= G(E/K). Let v be a finite 
prime of k unramified in E, and let C be a (cyclic) decomposition group of 
v in G. Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the distinct 
primes of K dividing v and the distinct double cosets of H and C in G. 
Furthermore, if HgC is a double coset, and o is the corresponding prime, 
then 1 HgC 1 = f (o/v)1 HJ , where f (o/v) is the inertia degree of o/v. This 
theorem is proved in [7, II, Sect. 231 under the assumption that k is an 
algebraic number field. A similar proof, however, shows that the theorem 
is true for global fields of finite characteristic. 
Let K be a finite separable extension of a global field k. If 11 is a finite 
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prime of k unramilied in K, then K,/k, is a finite cyclic unramified exten- 
sion of degree f (o/u) for each prime o of K dividing v. We set 
for each finite prime v of k that is unramified in K. Since for each positive 
integer n there is a unique unramified extension of k, of degree n, it follows 
that 
(K” : k,) = g.c.d. (f (o/v)/o is prime of K dividing v}. 
We will denote by Hg the conjugate g-‘Hg of a subgroup H of a group G. 
LEMMA (1.5). Let K and L be extensions of a global field k contained in 
a finite Galois extension E of k. Let G = G(E/k), HK= G(E/K), and 
HL = G(EfL). Then 
N,K* G N,,L* iff g~GW3W~ fl WnC) 
LTEG 
for every cyclic subgroup C of G. 
Proof Let u be an arbitrary finite prime of k unramified in E. Let C be 
a (cyclic) decomposition group of v in G. Then 
(K”:k,)=g.c.d. {‘;;;y’,/gEG}. 
For each g E G 
lH,gClIlH,l= I g-‘H,gWlH,l 
=IHgK(.(CI/JHK(.) HgKnCJ=IC(/JHg,nCI. 
so 
Since H; n C is a subgroup of the cyclic group C for each g E G, it follows 
that 
l.c.m.()HRnCl/geG}= n (HfnC) . 
gsG 
Thus (K”:k,)= I ‘Wl-I,,c(G n C)l . Similarly we obtain that (L” : k,) = 
I Cl/l &,&Hen C)l. It follows that 
(L”: k,) divides (K”: k,) 
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since the two products of groups are subgroups of a cyclic group. Since 
KY/k” and L”/k, are unramified extensions, we obtain that 
L”EKV iff gvG(H:,C)< n (HfnC). 
geG 
$Iy local class field theory 
so 
CNKIkK*lv 6 CS.&*L iff gf-JGW$W6 J-l WZnC). (3) 
gcG 
If ngf &Hg n C) < n,, G(Hi n C) for every cyclic subgroup C of G, then 
by (3) [N,,K*],< [N,,L*], for eadh finite prime u of k that is 
unramified in E. It follows by Lemma (1.4) that N,,K* d NLIkL*. 
Conversely, if N,,K* < NykL*, then by Lemma (1.4) [N,,K*],< 
[NLjkL*IU for almost all primes u of k. Suppose that 
flga JH$ n C) C ‘&,JHt n C) for a cyclic subgroup C of G. By 
Chebotarev’s density theorem there exists an infinite set S of finite primes 
of k that are unramified in E with C as a decomposition group in G. It 
follows by (3) that [NKIkK*IV 6 [N,-,kL*]v for each OES. So 
N,,K* < N,,kL* implies that JJgcc (Hj$nC)<n,..(H~nC) for every 
cyclic subgroup C of G. 1 
The rather cumbersome condition &, E &Hz n C) < ng t J Hf n C) for 
every cyclic subgroup C of G can be simplified. Let H be a subgroup of a 
finite group G. The group G acts on the set of all left cosets of H in G by 
left translation. We will denote by F(G/H) the set of all elements of G of 
prime power order that act fixed point free on the set of left cosets G/H. 
LEMMA (1.6). Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G. Let XE G be an 
element of prime power order p” (n 2 1). Then 
x 4 F(GIW iff n (Hgn(x))= <xX 
gtG 
where (x) is the cyclic subgroup of G generated by x. 
Proof. Let C= (x). We note that x acts fixed point free on G/H iff 
xgHg for every gEG. So x$F(G/H) iff HgnC=C for some gEG. It 
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follows that if x 4 F( G/H), then nge G (Hg n C) = C. Conversely, we assume 
that &,G(HgnC)=C. Let x=ngeGxg, where x,EIPnC (geG). 
Suppose that the order of xg is p to the exponent ng (0 d rzg <n, g E G). If 
xg = e, we set ng = 0. Let m = max { n,/g E G>. The order of nge G xg divides 
p”. On the other hand n gocxg, being equal to x, is of order p”. So n <m. 
Since m <nn, it follows that m =n. So at least one of the elements 
of the set {x,/g E G) generates C. It follows that Hg n C = C for some 
gEG. I 
LEMMA (1.7). Let H and N be subgroups of a finite group G. Then 
F( G/H) _c F( G/N) ifs n (NgnC)< n (HgnC) 
*CC *eG 
for every cyclic subgroup C of G. 
Proof We will first show that the condition nBEo(Ngn C) < 
ngc o(Hg n C) for every cyclic subgroup C of G is equivalent to 
n (NgnC)< n (HgnC) (4) 
gaG *eG 
for every cyclic subgroup C of G of prime power order. Indeed, let C be an 
arbitrary cyclic subgroup of G. If C,, x ... x CPn is the decomposition of C 
into the direct product of its Sylow subgroups, then 
fl (NgnC)= n fi (NgnC),i= n fi (NgnCP,)= fi n (NgnCP,), 
*cG gcG i=l gcG i=l i=l geG 
where (Ngn C), is the Sylow pi-subgroup of Ngn C. By (4) 
So the condition (4) is equivalent to nTgp G(Ng n C) d ng E G(Hg n C) for 
every cyclic subgroup C of G. 
We assume that F(G/H) 5 F(G/N), but- 
*vG Wg n Co) 4 fl Wg n Cd (5) 
*eG 
for a cyclic subgroup C, of G. By (4) we may assume that C,, is a 
p-group. Furthermore, let Co be a cyclic p-group of minimal order for 
which (5) is satisfied. Let x be a generator of C,,. If x $ F(G/H), then by 
Lemma (1.6) &,o(Hgn C,) = C,. This, however, contradicts (5), since 
nge G(Ng n Co) 6 C,. Now suppose that x E F(G/H). Then x E F(G/N). By 
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Lemma (1.6) C, = ngc &Ng n C,) is a proper subgroup of Co. Since C, is 
of the minimal order for which (5) is satisfied, it follows that 
n tNgnC,)d n (FnC,). (6) 
gEG REG 
Cl, being equal to nge G(Ng n C,), contains Ng n Co for each g E G. So 
N’: n Co f Ng n C1 for each g E G. On the other hand Ng n C, < Ng n Co for 
each g E G. Thus Ng n C, = Ng n C, for all g E G. By (6) 
n (N’nCd= n (NgnC,)< n (ffgnC,)< n (HgnC,). 
geli g6G REG REG 
This, however, contradicts the assumption (5). Conversely, we assume that 
ng. ,J Ng n C) < n,, G(Hg n C) for every cyclic subgroup C of G. Let 
XEF(G/H) be an arbitrary element. By Lemma (1.6) JJgeG(Hg n (x)) 
is a proper subgroup of (x). It follows by the assumption that 
rIgcGWgn (0 is a proper subgroup of (x). So by Lemma ( 1.6) 
x E F( G/N). 1 
The condition F(G/H) c F(G/N) in Lemma (1.7) is equivalent to the 
following condition: every element of N of prime power order is a 
conjugate of an element of H in G. This follows immediately by the 
criterion that x acts fixed point free on G/H iff x 4 Hg for each g E G. By 
Lemma (1.5) and Lemma (1.7) we thus obtain the following criterion. 
THEOREM (1.8). Let K and L be extensions of a global field k contained 
in a finite Galois extension E of k. Let G = G(E/k), H,= G(E/K), and 
H, = G(E/L). Then the following conditions are equivalent : 
(a) N,,K* < NLIk L* 
(b) ng E G( H% n C) < ng E J H: n C) for every cyclic subgroup C (of 
prime power order) of G. 
(c) Every element of H, of prime power order is a conjugate of an 
element of H, in G. 
In particular, the norm groups N,, K* and NLIkL* are almost equal iff 
every element of HK(HL) of prime power order is a conjugate of an element 
of HL(HK) in G. 
Let K be a finite separable extension of a global field k. The normal core 
of K/k is the maximal normal extension of k contained in K. If E is a finite 
Galois extension of k containing K, and G = G(E/k), H = G(E/K), then the 
normal core of K/k is the fixed field of the group (HP/g E G ) generated by 
all the conjugates of H in G. 
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COROLLARY (1.9). Let K and L be finite separable extensions of a global 
field k. If N,X* $ N,L* (N,,K* E NLIkL*), then the normal core qf 
L/k is contained in the normal core of K/k. 
Proof: We assume that K and L are contained in a finite Galois 
extension E of k. Let G = G(Efk), H,= G(EfK), and H,= G(E/L). 
By Theorem (1.8) N,K* < N,,kL* implies that J&,o(H; n C) < 
l&e a(Hk n C) for every cyclic subgroup C of G. Since n,, a(Hf n C) < 
(HijgEG) for every cyclic subgroup C of G, N,,K* < NLlkL* implies 
that x-‘YXE (HugEG) for any yEHKand XEG. So (HiJgEG) is con- 
tained in (Ht/gE G), whenever NklkK* is almost contained in 
N&*. I 
The converse of Corollary (1.9) is false in general. We will show 
(Corollary (2.3)) that if K and L are cubic separable extensions of a global 
field k, then N,K* G N,,kL* implies that K and L are conjugate over k 
(k-isomorphic). 
COROLLARY (1.10). Let K be a finite separable non-Galois extension of 
a global field k. Let E be the normal closure of K over k. Then 
(a) N,,E* is a subgroup of infinite index in N,K* 
(b) N,,K* is a subgroup of infinite index in k*. 
Proof: Suppose that N,E* is a subgroup of finite index in NnlkK*. 
Then N,E* A N,K*. So by Corollary (1.9), E/k and K/k have the same 
normal core. Since E is the normal core of E/k, it follows that EE K. So 
E = K. Contradiction, since K is not Galois over k. 
To prove (b) we set G = G(E/k) and H = G(E/K). Since k is a proper 
subfield of K, [G: H] 2 2. The group G acts transitively by left translation 
on G/H. So by Theorem 1 [3, p. 411 G contains an element of prime power 
order that acts fixed point free on G/H. It follows that there is XE G of 
prime power order such that x $ Hg for each ge G. By Theorem (1.8) 
k* = Nklkk* & N,K*. So NKIkK* is a subgroup of infinite index in 
k*. 1 
By Proposition (l.l), NKIkK* = N,,kL* does not imply, in general, that 
K and L have the same normal closure over k. We will show, however, that 
if K and L are contained in a nilpotent Galois extension of k, then K and 
L have the same normal closure over k. 
COROLLARY (1.11). Let K and L be extensions of a global field k 
contained in a finite nilpotent Galois extension of k. If N,,K* G N,,kL* 
(N,K* = N,,kL*), then K and L have the same normal closure over k. 
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Proof. Let R and t be the normal closures of K and L over k, respec- 
tively. We set E = 13r: and G = G(E/k). The group G, being isomorphic to 
a factor group of a nilpotent group, is a nilpotent group. If R# t, then we 
may assume without loss of generality that t is a proper subfield of E. 
G(E/L) # (e} is a normal subgroup of G. So G(E/L) contains a nontrivial 
central element x of G of prime power order. By Theorem (1.8) 
N,K* G N,,kL* implies that xY E G(E/K) for some y in G. Since x is 
central in G, it follows that 
x E n G( E/K)g = G( E/R). 
gcG 
So xEG(E/R)nG(E/t)= {e}, contradiction. Thus R=e. 1 
Two algebraic number fields K and L are arithmetically equivalent iff 
they have identical zeta functions: I;&) = CL(s). Arithmetically equivalent 
fields were investigated by Gassmann [ 51 and Perlis [ 111. Let K and L be 
algebraic number fields contained in a finite Galois extension E of Q. 
Let G = G(E/Q). By Theorem 1 [ 11, p. 3453 K and L are arithmetically 
equivalent iff 
)xGn G(E/K)( = (x’nG(E/L)) 
for every conjugacy class xG = {g - ‘xg/g E G 1. In particular, if K and L are 
arithmetically equivalent, then every element of G(E/K) (G(E/L)) of prime 
power order is a conjugate of an element of G(E/L) (G( E/K)) in G. By 
Theorem (1.8) we obtain, therefore, the following corollary. 
COROLLARY (1.12). If two algebraic number fields K and L are 
arithmetically equivalent, then N,,K* and N,,,L* are almost equal. 
The converse of Corollary (1.12), however, is false. Indeed, by Proposi- 
tion (1.1) there are a cubic extension L of Q and a quadratic extension K 
of L such that N,,K* = NLleL*. The fields K and L are not arithmetically 
equivalent, since arithmetically equivalent fields have the same degree over 
Q [ 11, Theorem 1, p. 3451. 
2. k-EQUIVALENCE OF k-FULL FORMS 
Let k be a global field. A form f(x,, . . . . X,)E k[xl, . . . . x,] is decom- 
posable if.it factors into linear factors in some separable extension Q/k. Let 
K/k be a finite separable extension. For any txl, . . . . a, E K* we set 
NK,,(~IX, + ... + ad,) = n Cotal) x1 + ... + 4~) -4, 
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where the product is taken over the set of distinct k-embeddings a of K into 
its normal closure over k. NKlk(aIxl + . . q + CI,X,) is a decomposable form 
with coefficients in k. Two forms of the same degree with coefficients in k 
are said to be k-equivalent if each can be obtained from the other by a 
linear change of variables with coefficients in k. Using an argument 
analogous to the proof of Theorem 2 [l, p. 801 we obtain the following 
characterization of irreducible decomposable forms. If K = k(a,, . . . . a,) is a 
finite separable extension of k, then the form 
N&x, + @2X2 + . *. + ct,x,) (7) 
is irreducible over k. Every irreducible decomposable form with coefficients 
in k is k-equivalent to a constant multiple of a form of the type (7). If 
f(x 1, . . . . x,) E kCxl, . . . . x,] is an irreducible decomposable form, then the 
least number of variables in a form that is k-equivalent to f(xi , . . . . x,) does 
not exceed deg f ([13]). If the least number of variables in a form that is 
k-equivalent to f(xl, . . . . x,) is equal to degf, then the irreducible decom- 
posable form f (x1, . . . . x,) is called k-full. In [ 131 we showed that every 
k-full form f(xr , . . . . x,) is k-equivalent to a constant multiple of a form of 
the type (7) with (1, a2, . . . . cc,} a basis of K/k. We will refer to K as a field 
corresponding to f (x1, . . . . x,). The following lemma is probably well- 
known, but a proof is included here for the convenience of the reader. 
LEMMA (2.1). Let k be a global field. Let K and L be finite separable 
extensions of k corresponding to k-full forms f (x1, . . . . x,) and g( y, , . . . . yt), 
respectively. Then the forms f (x1, . . . . x,) and g( y, , . . . . yl) are k-equivalent iff 
K and L are conjugate over k, and 
( f (a,, .I., d/a, E k} = ( g(h, . . . . b,)/b, E k}. (8) 
ProoJ We may assume without loss of generality that 
f(x 1, .*., x,) = aN&x, + ct2x2 + -.. + a,~,) 
where a, be k*, and (1, u2, . . . . a,}, (1, b2, . . . . PI} are bases of K/k and L/k, 
respectively. We assume that f and g are k-equivalent. Then s = t, and the 
equality (8) holds. Let 
s 
Xi = C UgYj (aUEk; 1 <i,j<s) 
j=l 
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be linear substitutions that take S into g. Then 
where z1 = 1. These forms factor into linear factors in some Galois exten- 
sion Q/k containing K and L. Since Q[ y, , . . . . y,] is a unique factorization 
domain, it follows that there exists a k-embedding o of K into its normal 
closure over k such that 
Yl+P,Y,+ 
for some CEQ*. Equating the corresponding coefficients in both sides of 
the above equality, we obtain that c E a(K) and, therefore, /&, . . . . /3, E a(K). 
So L c a(K). Since the degrees of the extensions o(K)/k and L/k are equal 
(to s), it follows that L = o(K). 
Conversely, we assume that K and L are conjugate over k, and the 
equality (8) holds. Let r be a k-isomorphism from K onto L. Then s = t, 
and (1, Z(Q), . . . . ~(a,)} is a basis of L/k. We set 6, = 1, 6i=z(c(i) 
(i = 2, . . . . s). The equality (8) implies that aNKlkK* =bNLlkL*. So 
b-‘aENLikL*. Since NrIkL* is a subgroup of k*, a-‘bE NL,kL*. Let 
yEL* be such that a-lb= NLlk(y). Consider a basis of L/k 
1~~ =Y, Y~=Y/L . . . . Y~=YP~). Let 
6,= i b,y, (b,Ek; 1 <i,j<s) 
j=l 
yi= i ctisj (cVEk;16i,j<,s). 
j=l 
The forms f and g are k-equivalent, since the linear substitutions 
s 
Xi= C Cjiyj (i’ 1, . ..) s) 
and 
j= 1 
yi= c bjixj (i= 1, . . . . s) 
j= 1 
take one into the other. 1 
THEOREM (2.2). Let k be a globalfield. Letf(x,, . . . . x,) and g(y,, . . . . y,) 
be k-full forms of degree d. Zf d < 5, then f (x,, . . . . x,) and g( y,, . . . . ym) are 
k-equivalent if and only if 
{f (a,, . . . . a,)/aiEk}={g(b,,...,b,)/b,Ek}. (9) 
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ProoJ We assume that the equality (9) holds. Let K and L be finite 
separable extensions of k corresponding to f(xt, . . . . x,) and g(y,, . . . . v,,,), 
respectively. In order to prove that f and g are k-equivelent, it suffices 
to show by Lemma (2.1) that K and L are conjugate over k. By (9) 
aN,K* = bN,,kL* for some a, b E k*. We have b-la E NykL*. N,L*, 
being a subgroup of k*, contains a-lb. It follows that 
NLIkL* = a-‘bNLikL* = a-‘(aN,,,K*) = N,,K*. 
We will prove that N, K* k N,L* implies that K and L are conjugate 
over k. The extensions K and L are of degree d over k. By Corollary (1.9) 
the normal core of K/k is equal to the normal core of L/k. So if at least one 
of the extensions K or L is Galois over k, then K = L. We may assume, 
therefore, that 3 <d,< 5, and neither K nor L is Galois over k. We will 
prove first that K and L have the same normal closure over k. Indeed, let 
R and L be the normal closures of K and L over k, respectively. Let 
E = KL be the compositum of I? and L. Suppose that R# L. Then we may 
assume without loss of generality that L is not contained in 1% If d = 3,5, 
then (KL: 13) = d. Let x E G(E/i?) be an element of order d. Since 
N,,K* AN,, L*, it follows by Theorem (1.8) that g-‘xg E G(E/L) for 
some g E G(E/k). Using the fact that G(E/R) is a normal subgroup of 
G(E/k), we obtain that 
g-‘xge G(E/R) n G(EfL) = G(E@L). 
So d divides the order of G(E/KL). It follows that d2 divides the order of 
G(E/R). This, however, is impossible, since G(E/K) is isomorphic to a sub- 
group of Sd. So R= i; for d = 3,5. We will consider now the case d = 4. In 
this case G(K/k)(G(L/k)) is isomorphic to one of the following groups: Ds 
(dihedral group of order 8), Ad, S,. A4 does not contain a subgroup of 
order 6. So L contains a quadratic extension of k iff G(L/k) z D,. By 
Corollary (1.9), K/k and L/k have the same normal core. So if L contains 
a quadratic extension of k, then both groups G(K/k) and G(L/k) are 
isomorphic to Ds. G(E/k), being isomorphic to a subgroup of D8 x D8, is 
a 2-group. By Corollary (1.11) R= l, provided that L contains a quadratic 
extension of k. If L does not contain a quadratic extension of k, then 
(XL : R) = 4. Since N, K* L N, L*, it follows by Theorem (1.8) that 
every element of G(E/@ of prime power order is a conjugate of an element 
of G(E/gL) in G(E/k). So G(E/K) is neither A, nor Sq. G(L/k) is not 
isomorphic to D8. So G(L/k) does not contain a normal subgroup of 
order 8. It follows that G(E/x) # D8. Contradiction. Thus K and L have 
the same normal closure E over k for each d = 3,4,5. 
If G(E/k)=S,, then G(E/K) and G(E/L) are conjugate in Sd as 
subgroups of index d(d= 3,4,5) [8, p. 1751. Suppose that d = 4. We will 
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consider two cases: G(E/k) = A4, D,. G(E/K) and G(E/L) are conjugate in 
G(E/k) = A4 as Sylow 3-subgroups. If G(E/k) = D,, then by Theorem (1.8) 
the subgroups G(E/K) and G(E/L), being subgroups of order two, are 
conjugate in G(E/k). For d= 5 the order of G(E/k) is equal to one of 
the following integers: 10, 20, 60, 120. We already considered the case 
G(E/k) = Ss. If the order of G(E/k) is 10 or 20, then G(E/K) and G(E/L) 
are Sylow 2-subgroups of G(E/k). So these subgroups are conjugate in 
G(E/k). Finally, we assume that G( E/k) = A,. Let K= k(B). The elements 
*of G(E/L) permute the 5 conjugates of 8 (over k). We will consider G(E/L) 
as a permutation group on the set of the conjugates of 8 over k. Since the 
order of G(E/L), being equal to 12, is not divisible by 5, it follows that 
G(E/L) is intransitive. If there is no orbit of length one, then there are two 
orbits of lengths 2 and 3, respectively. In this case G(E/L) is isomorphic to 
a subgroup of S2 x S3. Since the orders of these two groups are equal, it 
follows that G(E/L) z S3 x S3. So G(E/L) contains a transposition. 
Contradiction, since G(E/L) is a subgroup of A,. It follows that there is a 
conjugate 8’ of 8 over k such that L = k(P). Thus K and L are conjugate 
over k. 
The opposite direction is obvious. 1 
In the course of the proof of Theorem (2.2) we obtained the following 
result. 
COROLLARY (2.3). Let k be a global field. Let K and L be separable 
extensions of k of degree d over k. Zf d < 5, then 
K and L are conjugate over k. 
In particular, if d < 5, then 
N, K* G NLIk L* iff N,K* = N,,/kL*. 
We conclude our discussion by proving the existence of two non- 
equivalent forms of degree 6 with equal value sets. Let F be a cubic Galois 
extension of a global field k of characteristic p # 2, 3. By Proposition ( 1.1). 
there exist separable extensions K and L of k containing F such that 
(K: k)= (L: k)=6, N,,K* = N,F* = N,,L*, and K and L are not 
conjugate over k. Let K = k(a), L = k(P). By Lemma (2.1) the k-full forms 
N&x, + CYX~ + . . . + a5x6) and Nw(Y, + PY~ + ... + Bh) 
are not k-equivalent. These forms, however, have the same value set. 
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